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24 ABSTRACT
25 Current microbial exposure models assume microbial exchange follows a concentration gradient 
26 during hand-to-surface contacts. Our objectives were to evaluate this assumption using transfer 
27 efficiency experiments and to evaluate a models ability to explain concentration changes using 
28 Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) on these experimental data. Experiments were 
29 conducted with two phages (MS2, IJ5,H simultaneously to study bidirectional transfer. 
30 Concentrations on the fingertip and surface were quantified before and after fingertip-to-surface 
31 contacts. Prior distributions for surface and fingertip swabbing efficiencies and transfer 
32 efficiency were used to estimate concentrations on the fingertip and surface post-contact. To 
33 inform posterior distributions, Euclidean distances were calculated for predicted detectable 
34 concentrations (log10 PFU/cm2) on the fingertip and surface post-contact in comparison to 
35 experimental values. To demonstrate posterior distributions usefulness in calibrated model 
36 applications, posterior transfer efficiencies were used to estimate rotavirus infection risks for a 
37 fingertip-to-surface and subsequent fingertip-to-mouth contact. Experimental findings supported 
38 the transfer gradient assumption. Through ABC, the model explained concentration changes 
39 more consistently when concentrations on the fingertip and surface were similar. Future studies 
40 evaluating microbial transfer should consider accounting for differing fingertip-to-surface and 
41 surface-to-fingertip transfer efficiencies and extend this work for other microbial types.
42
43 Key words: transfer efficiency, exposure, fomite, QMRA, phage, transmission
44
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45 1. INTRODUCTION
46 One mechanism by which viruses are spread and subsequently lead to exposure and 
47 disease is through human contacts with contaminated surfaces, or fomites. Contacts with 
48 fomites have been linked to microbial infection transmission (13), in part due to long survival 
49 times of pathogens in indoor environments (2,4,5). The potential for transfer of viruses to and 
50 from hands during contacts with fomites has been demonstrated with viral tracer and viral 
51 transfer efficiency studies (69). When contact between fomites and hands occurs, a portion of 
52 the microbial contaminant is transferred. This proportion is described quantitatively by transfer 
53 efficiency, or the fraction of a contaminant on an object that is transferred to another upon 
54 contact. This concept has been explored in chemical (10,11), microbial (7,9,12,13) and particle 
55 (14) contexts.
56 Transfer efficiency is influenced by environmental characteristics, the microorganisms, 
57 and the transfer event. For example, low relative humidity (15% to 32%) generally results in 
58 lower transfer efficiencies than high relative humidity (40% to 65%) (9). Transfer efficiencies 
59 have also been shown to be organism- and surface-dependent, where nonporous surfaces are 
60 associated with greater transfer efficiencies than porous surfaces (9). They may also be 
61 dependent upon the direction of the transfer e.g. surface-to-fingertip may be higher than 
62 fingertip-to-surface (7,15) and whether the hand in contact with the surface has been recently 
63 washed or not (7). 
64 Transfer efficiencies are used to inform quantitative microbial risk assessments (QMRAs) 
65 and exposure models (1618). In equations used to estimate changes in microbial concentration 
66 on hands and on surfaces during hand-to-surface contacts, it has been assumed that there is a 
67 gradient of transfer where transfer efficiency is constant for both directions (16). However, this 
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68 has not been experimentally validated. While transfer efficiencies between hands and objects 
69 have typically not been identified as the most influential parameters in estimating risk (16,19), 
70 Greene et al. (2018) demonstrated that not accounting for the effect of directionality on transfer 
71 efficiency in modelling can result in inaccuracies with sometimes more than 100% error (20). 
72 The impact of transfer efficiency modelling assumptions on estimated exposures has not been 
73 assessed.
74 The primary study objective was to experimentally investigate a model assumption 
75 regarding a gradient of transfer between a fingertip and surface during fingertip-to-surface 
76 contact. The secondary objective was to utilize Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) to 
77 evaluate distributions for fingertip and surface swabbing efficiencies and transfer efficiency that 
78 best explain experimental findings and to demonstrate how these posterior distributions can be 
79 applied in QMRA. This novel method has been applied in a recent transfer efficiency study to 
80 relate experimental data to microbial transfer models (21).
81 2. METHODS
82 2.1 Transfer efficiency trials
83 Transfer efficiency trial methods were informed by Lopez et al. (2013). Three scenarios 
84 were investigated: one in which the surface (s) and the fingertip (f) had similar inoculation 
85 concentrations, theoretically resulting in similar viral concentrations before the fingertip-to-
86 surface contact , one in which the fingertip inoculation concentration was greater (  1 	 
  1)
87 than that of the surface , and one in which the fingertip concentration was less (  1 >  
  1)
88 than that of the surface  denotes the before-contact state. Two phages, (  1 <  
  1);   1
89 MS2 (ATCC 15597-B1) and IJ5, (ATCC 13706-B1), were used to track viral transfer from 
90 the surface to the fingertip and from the fingertip to the surface within the same trial. For each 
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91 scenario, three trials were conducted in which MS2 was used to inoculate the fingertip and 
92 IJ5, was used to inoculate the surface for the same trial. Three other trials were conducted for 
93 each concentration scenario in which IJ5, was used to inoculate the fingertip and MS2 was 
94 used to inoculate the surface. A porous (unsealed), hard ceramic tile was used for the fingertip-
95 to-surface contacts. Before trials, ceramic tiles were wrapped in tinfoil and autoclaved. Viruses 
96 in tryptic soy broth (TSB) were filtered with 0.2 R filters (Syringe Filter, VWR®, Radnor, PA) 
97 on the day of the trial to remove any large viral aggregates that could create discrepancies 
98 between total viruses quantified in before-contact and after-contact samples.
99 Negative controls were conducted before each trial, where a fingertip and an autoclaved 
100 ceramic tile not to be inoculated were each swabbed with 1mL letheen broth swabs (Swab-
101 Sampler with 1mL letheen broth, 3M, Maplewood, MN). The swabs were processed for MS2 
102 and IJ5, to ensure that the only MS2 and IJ5, detected were a result of the trial and not 
103 due to presence in the experimental environment or contamination from previous trials. Trials for 
104 which any of the negative controls were positive were excluded or re-conducted. Temperature 
105 and relative humidity for each trial were measured using a digital hygrometer (Traceable®, 
106 VWR®) and recorded for later comparison of environmental conditions between trials in which 
107 MS2 was used on the fingertip and IJ5, on the surface or vice versa. Trials were conducted 
108 with the same right-handed participant to limit variability related to finger size. The participant 
109 was instructed to contact the tile for 1 second and practiced achieving a contact force between 
110 700 and 1500 g on the scale and reported a maximum point value observed during the contact.
111 Both index fingertips were inoculated with 10µL of the virus. The pipet tip for 
112 inoculating the fingertip was used to spread the inoculation liquid evenly over the surface of the 
113 fingertip up to the first knuckle from the fingertip. Two separate 10µL dots of virus were placed 
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114 on the autoclaved ceramic tile. The pipet tip was used to scrape the inoculation liquid into an 
115 approximate elliptical fingertip shape in order to prevent excessive waiting for drying. The 
116 fingertips and the tile were inoculated consecutively. Initial concentrations on the tile ranged 
117 from 2.75 x 100 to 7.75 x 107 plaque forming units (PFU)/cm2, while initial concentrations on the 
118 fingertip ranged from 1.01 x 102 to 1.11 x 108 PFU/cm2. These initial concentration ranges were 
119 large because inoculations were diluted specifically to achieve a variety of ratios in before-
120 contact log10 concentrations on the fingertip for transfer to the tile surface.
121 When all inoculations were visibly dry, the trial was initiated. The left fingertip was 
122 swabbed to represent the concentration on the fingertip before the fingertip-to-surface contact 
123 and after inoculum drying. The fingertip pad was swabbed up to the first knuckle, consistent with 
124 the inoculation area, with a back and forth motion, rolling the swab. One inoculation dot on the 
125 tile was swabbed to represent the concentration on the tile surface before the fingertip-to-surface 
126 contact and after inoculum drying. The inoculation area was swabbed in a back and forth, 
127 circular motion. The participant then made a 1 second contact using the right fingertip with the 
128 un-swabbed inoculated area on the ceramic tile. Following the contact, the right fingertip and the 
129 inoculation area on the ceramic tile that was contacted were swabbed to measure the viral 
130 concentrations after the fingertip-to-surface contact with swabbing motions and areas described 
131 above. All swabs were processed for both viruses using dilution series and the double agar 
132 overlay method (22), assayed in duplicate. If the virus not used for inoculation of the fingertip or 
133 surface of that particular trial was detected in before-contact samples, the trial was re-conducted. 
134 The hosts used to process for MS2 and IJ5, were E. coli strain C-3000 (ATCC 15597) and E. 
135 coli strain C (ATCC 13706), respectively. All samples were incubated for 24 hours at 37°C, and 
136 plaques were enumerated. When possible, the plates with a dilution yielding plaque counts 
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137 between 20 and 200 were used to represent the viral concentration for that sample and counts for 
138 the two duplicates of that dilution were averaged. If one of the duplicate plates had no plaques, 
139 an average of 0 and the count on the other plate was taken. No substitution or multiple 
140 imputation methods were used to replace these censored values because the trials did not all 
141 belong to the same distribution of before (k-1) or after (k) fingertip-to-contact 
142 concentrations.
143 Following trials, hands were washed with warm water and non-antimicrobial soap. The 
144 same fingertip was used for all trials. A single trial was conducted per day to avoid cross 
145 contamination. The surface area of contact was measured by putting non-toxic ink on the 
146 fingertip and pressing for 1 second with this fingertip on paper. This was scanned, and the 
147 surface area in pixels was converted to cm2 using an open source photo and graphics editor 
148 software, GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP, The GIMP Development Team). 
149 2.2 Recoverable Transfer Efficiency Calculations
150 Recoverable transfer efficiencies (13) for total virus (MS2 and combined) were  
151 calculated for transfer to the fingertip and to the surface, using equations based on recoverable 
152 transfer efficiency calculations from Pitol et al. (2017)(13) using equations 1 and 2: 
153                                (1)         = 
MS2 + 

MS2 + 
 + 

MS2 + 

       
154                           (2)
 = 

MS2 + 


MS2 + 
 + 

MS2 + 


155  is the recoverable fingertip transfer efficiency (fraction),   is the  

156 recoverable surface transfer efficiency (fraction), and  are the 
MS2 and 

157 observed MS2 and IJ5, concentrations on the fingertip, respectively, after the fingertip-to-
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158 surface contact.  and  are the observed MS2 and IJ5, 

MS2 


159 concentrations on the surface, respectively, after the fingertip-to-surface contact.
160 These can also be calculated in terms of PFU/cm2. It was assumed that sampled surface 
161 areas corresponded to the contact surface area. Therefore, dividing each concentration by the 
162 fingertip surface area and then dividing the sum of concentrations to calculate recoverable 
163 transfer efficiency would cancel the initial division by the contact surface area. This was 
164 therefore simplified by keeping sample concentrations in PFU/mL for transfer efficiency 
165 calculations.
166 In this case, the sum of final concentrations in the denominator represents the total 
167 amount of virus that could have been transferred, and before-contact concentrations were not 
168 used in the denominator, due to potential differences in total virus concentrations in before and 
169 after samples (13). The numerator is expressing the total amount of virus present on the object of 
170 interest after the contact (13). The division of the numerator by the denominator, therefore, 
171 represents the fraction of total virus present on the object of interest after the fingertip-to-fomite 
172 contact (13).
173 2.3 Investigating the Gradient of Transfer Assumption with a Logistic Curve
174  A sigmoid curve has been used to describe the relationship between the logarithm of a 
175 concentration and a particular response, sometimes referred to as mass action(23). To evaluate 
176 whether a transfer gradient was observed experimentally, a logistic curve, a type of sigmoid 
177 curve, was fit to the recoverable transfer efficiency of the fingertip ( ) as a function 
178 of log10 transformed before-contact concentration on the fingertip divided by the before-contact 
179 concentration on the surface ( ). This was done using the R (24) package sicegar   1/
  1
180 (25), to evaluate the hypothesis that transfer efficiency, in this case recoverable transfer 
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181 efficiencies, were a function of ratios of before-contact concentrations between two surfaces in 
182 contact (Eq. 3).
183                                                  (3)                                        (() =  )(
1 +  1((  log10(
  1
  1)).)
184 Here,  is the maximum recoverable fingertip transfer efficiency,  )( log10
185  is the mid-log10-transformed ratio where the inflection occurs,(
  1
  1)).
186 x represents the , and  is the shape parameter referred to as growth rate. Due to  log10(
  1
  1) 1
187 limitations with the packages ability to fit to negative ratio values, log10-transformed ratios were 
188 scaled upwards by adding the minimum magnitude to all values. During interpretation of the 
189 curves, the mid value  was adjusted to reflect this.(log10(  1
  1)).)
190 2.4 Mathematical model and parameter estimation
191 Equations used by Julian et al. (2009) to describe changes in microbial concentration on 
192 the fingertip and surface following a fingertip-to-surface contact were used to predict changes in 
193 viral concentrations observed in experimental trials. This model is a deterministic recurrence 
194 relation or linear difference equation that describes a gradient of microbial transfer between two 
195 objects in contact and has been used in the context of rotavirus exposure assessment, consistent 
196 with bacteriophage used as enteric virus surrogates in this study (16). In the original Julian et al. 
197 (2009) model, parameters include viral concentration on the surface and hand, inactivation 
198 constants of the virus on the hand or on the surface, transfer efficiency, and the fraction of the 
199 hand in contact with the surface, the surface area of the surface in contact, and the surface area of 
200 the hand.
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201 Since changes in viral concentration on the fingertip and the surface area of contact on 
202 the surface were estimated in this study, hand surface area, surface area of the surface, and 
203 fraction of the hand in contact were not relevant parameters. Equations were adjusted where viral 
204 die-off was removed due to negligible expected loss of MS2 and IJ5, during the experimental 
205 trials, where die-off rates for MS2 may be as low as 5.1 x 10-5 to 1.0 x 10-4 min-1 (26,27). 
206 Therefore, variables from the original Julian et al. (2009) model that were included in this 
207 adapted model were transfer efficiency and viral concentrations on the fingertip and surface. 
208 Before-contact concentrations of virus on the surface and on the fingertip from the experiment 
209 (n=16) were used in this analysis, and swabbing efficiencies were accounted for so that the 
210 predicted concentration represented the true virus concentrations on the fingertip and surface, not 
211 just the detectable portion. The fraction of contact surface area was removed from the original 
212 equation due to the assumption that the contact area and the contaminated surface area are 
213 approximately equal. Detectable virus concentrations on the fingertip and surface were 
214 calculated by the following equations (Eq. 4-5),
215                                                        (4)/.0 = 
  11 2 3 (
  11  

  11
 )
216                                                         (5)
/.0 = 

  11
 2 3 (

  11
  
  11 )
217 In Eq. 4-5,  is the predicted PFU/fingertip (f) after the fingertip-to-surface /.0
218 contact,  is the predicted PFU/surface (s) at the inoculation area after the fingertip-to-
/.0
219 surface contact,  is experimentally observed PFU/fingertip (f) before the fingertip-to-
  1
220 surface contact, and  is the experimentally observed PFU/surface (s) at the 

  1
221 inoculation area before the fingertip-to-surface contact. While log10 concentrations are used to 
222 compare model-predicted and experimentally-observed concentrations, these equations (Eq. 4-5) 
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223 do not utilize log10-transformed concentrations.  is the swabbing efficiency (fraction) for the 1
224 sampling of the fingertip,  is swabbing efficiency (fraction) for the sampling of the surface, and 1

225  = transfer efficiency. 2
226 Transfer efficiency ( ) in the gradient transfer model is relatable to recoverable transfer 2
227 efficiency  discussed in 2.2 when only one of the two objects in  or 
)
228 contact (either the fingertip or surface) is contaminated. In this case, transfer efficiency ( ) is 2
229 equal to the fraction of total virus available for transfer that is expected to be on the fingertip or 
230 surface after the contact. However, when both surfaces are contaminated, transfer efficiency ( ) 2
231 describes a fraction of a difference in viral concentration between the fingertip and fomite to be 
232 transferred (Eq. 4-5). In the case of this study, all cases involve contact between contaminated 
233 fingertips and contaminated surfaces.
234 Prior distributions were included for fingertip swabbing efficiency, surface swabbing 
235 efficiency, and transfer efficiency, where for each iteration, single values from distributions for 
236 fingertip swabbing efficiency, surface swabbing efficiency, transfer efficiency, and before-
237 contact viral concentrations on the fingertip and surface were randomly sampled. Ten million 
238 iterations were run, and the combinations of parameters with the 0.1% lowest Euclidean 
239 distances were used to create posterior distributions of these parameters, each with 10,000 
240 values. A large number of iterations are typically needed with the ABC approach in order to be 
241 more restrictive in defining posterior distributions, yielding an informative number, in this case 
242 10,000, of best combinations of model inputs, where there is a large number of possible 
243 combinations of values from the prior distributions (28). The Euclidean distance equation was 
244 used to measure the distance between the model-estimated and the experimentally-measured 
245 concentrations on the fingertip and surface after the contact. The use of the sum of the square 
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246 errors, as is used here (Eq. 6), has been used in other ABC research (21,28). Model-estimated 
247 concentrates on the fingertip represent the true number of viruses on the fingertip, while those 
248 experimentally-measured represent the number of detected viruses influenced by swabbing 
249 efficiency. Experimental concentrations were therefore adjusted by multiplying by the randomly 
250 sampled fingertip and surface swabbing efficiencies, respectively, from their prior distributions 
251 to estimate detected viral concentrations on the fingertip (Eq. 6),
252 5(/.0,
,
/.0,

) =
253                  (6)6168 = 1(log10(/.08 3 1)  log10(
8))2 + (log10(
/.08 3 1
)  log10(s
8))2
254 In Eq. 6,  represents trial number of which there are a total of 16.8
255 To evaluate whether the models accuracy or consistency in predictions was affected by 
256 ratios of before-contact concentrations, differences between after-contact predicted and 
257 experimental log10 concentrations on the fingertip were plotted against ratios of the before-
258 contact fingertip and surface concentrations. A Bland-Altman plot was used to evaluate the 
259 models agreement with experimental data by plotting differences between the median of all 
260 after-contact concentrations in the posterior distribution estimated for each of the 16 
261 experimental trials and the mean of the experimental concentration and the median of the 
262 predicted concentrations for that experimental data point. 
263 2.5 QMRA Application
264 To demonstrate how the ABC method can be used in future studies to investigate fomite-
265 mediated transmission in infection risk estimates, posterior distributions were used in a Monte 
266 Carlo simulation of 10,000 iterations to estimate viral concentration on a fingertip after a single 
267 fingertip-to-surface contact for scenarios were the concentration on the fingertip and on the 
268 surface ranges from 10-2 to 102 PFU/surface or /fingertip.
269                                                                                                 (7)/.0 =   1 2(  1  
  1)
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270 In Eq. 7,  is the predicted PFU/fingertip (f) after the fingertip-to-surface /.0
271 contact,  is the concentration on the fingertip (f) before the fingertip-to-surface contact,   1
272  is the concentration on the surface (s) on the area of contact before the fingertip-to-surface 
  1
273 contact, and  = transfer efficiencies (fraction) from the posterior distribution. A single fingertip-2
274 to-surface contact was evaluated as opposed to multiple contacts for consistency with the 
275 experimental approach of this study in which a single fingertip-to-surface was used. Single 
276 fingertip-to-surface contact exposure scenarios have been used to inform potential risk targets 
277 and cleanliness goals for surfaces in healthcare environments (29,30). Here it is assumed that the 
278 fingertip surface area is equal to the surface area of contact for consistency with the equations 
279 evaluated using the ABC method.
280 While the posterior transfer efficiencies GXH were randomly sampled without replacement 
281 in the QMRA application of this study, a distribution was fit to the posterior distribution for 
282 future research applications. Candidate distributions included Lognormal, Gamma, Beta, and 
283 Weibull, as these distributions have been previously included as candidate distributions for 
284 describing transfer efficiencies (31). Kolmogorov-Smirnov and  test statistics, Akaike :2
285 information criterion (AIC), and visual evaluation of distribution fits were used to compare 
286 candidate distribution fits, where larger test statistics and smaller AIC values were favourable 
287 (31).
288 Swabbing efficiencies were not incorporated here, because in estimating exposures and 
289 subsequent infection risks, it was assumed that before-contact concentrations on the surfaces on 
290 the fingertips were not detectable virus but rather true or present concentrations of virus. Dose 
291 was computed so that the probability of infection for a single fingertip-to-fomite contact 
292 followed by a single fingertip-to-mouth contact can be calculated, where dose is the number of 
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293 ingested viral particles from the finger-to-mouth contact,  is the viral concentration on /.0
294 the fingertip following the fingertip-to-mouth contact, and  is the hand-to-mouth transfer );0<
295 efficiency (Eq. 8).
296                                                                                             (8)=
 =  /.0 3 );0<
297 The surface area of contact is not accounted for, as it is assumed that the fingertip area used in 
298 the fingertip-to-surface contact is used for the fingertip-to-mouth contact (Eq. 8). Sources for 
299 distributions of parameters used in estimating exposure can be seen in Table 1. 
300 Infection risk was then estimated by assuming a fingertip-to-mouth contact directly 
301 following the fingertip-to-surface contact. Infection risk was modelled for rotavirus, because it is 
302 an enteric virus, as are the viruses in the experimental study. Rotavirus has been used in a 
303 previous QMRA as a conservative risk estimate due to its relatively low infectious dose (6.17 
304 viral particles) (32,33). The dose-response relationship was modelled as an approximate beta-
305 Poisson, where  is the probability of infection for a given dose (number of viral >infection
306 particles),  (Eq. 9). In Eq. 9,  and  are dose-response curve parameters (34). D E50
307                                                                                (9)>infection() = 1  [1 + (21D 1)E50 ] D
308 Infection risks were estimated with bootstrapped combinations of  and values D E50
309 retrieved from an approximate beta-Poisson dose response curve fit to a rotavirus human 
310 infectious dose study using a maximum likelihood estimation approach (35) (Figure S1). 
311 2.6 Sensitivity Analysis
312 Estimated infection risks were plotted against respective input parameters and infection 
313 risk. Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated, and a global variance-based sensitivity 
314 analysis was conducted using Sobol indices (36). First order and total Sobol indices were 
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315 estimated using the sobol2007 function from the R package, sensitivity (37), where the first order 
316 indices represent the individual contribution of each input to the variance in the output, which in 
317 this case is infection risk, and total effect indices represent the contribution of the input taking 
318 into account its interactions with other input variables to the variance in the output.
319 3. RESULTS
320 3.1 Experimental Findings
321 The number of viral particles detected in processing 1 mL of letheen broth in each swab 
322 represented the number of particles per swabbed contact area. The surface area of the fingertip 
323 used in all trials was 1.83 cm2. Two of the eighteen trials were discarded due to errors in trial 
324 recording and a detection issue. Initial concentrations on the porous tile surface ranged from 5.00 
325 x 100 to 1.41 x 108 PFU/cm2, while initial concentrations on the fingertip ranged from 1.83 x 102 
326 to 2.02 x 108 PFU/cm2 (Table 2). The ratios of before-contact (k-1) concentrations on the 
327 fingertip (f) and surface (s)  ranged from 4.80 x 10-5 to 9.60 x 104 (Table 2).(

  1 

  1)
328 While it was intended that ratios of before-contact concentrations for fingertip and 
329 surface would span a range of magnitudes where in some cases the before-contact concentrations 
330 on the fingertip and surface would be of the same order of magnitude, differences between 
331 inoculum concentrations and before-contact concentrations were observed. This may be 
332 explained by differences in swabbing efficiencies for skin and the ceramic tile surface. The 
333 before-contact fingertip concentration was greater than that of the surface for 8 of 16 trials, with 
334 ratios of fingertip-to-surface concentration  ranging from 3.44 x 100 to 9.60 x 104. For the (
  1
  1)
335 other 8 of 16 trials, the before-contact concentration on the surface was greater than that of the 
336 fingertip, with ratios of fingertip to surface concentration ranging from 4.80 x 10-5 to 6.67 x 10-2. 
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337 For all trials, final concentrations on the fingertip  ranged from 1.12 x 104 to 2.07 x 108 ()
338 PFU/fingertip, and final concentrations on the surface  ranged from 1.15 x 103 to 1.71 x 108 (
)
339 PFU/inoculation area. Recoverable fingertip transfer efficiency ranged from 7.60  ) 
340 x 10-3 to 9.98 x 10-1. For trials in which the before-contact concentration on the fingertip was 
341 greater than that of the surface, this ranged from 7.59 x 10-1 to 9.98 x 10-1, while for trials in 
342 which the before-contact concentration on the fingertip was smaller, this ranged from 7.61 x 10-3 
343 to 2.07 x 10-1. Relative humidity (%) and temperature (°C) ranged from 13-31% and 17.4-23.6°C 
344 during the experimental work with no notable differences between trials using MS2 on the 
345 fingertip and those with IJ5, on the fingertip. Experimental results are summarised in Table 2.
346 3.2 Logistic Curve Fit
347 The fit curve can be described by Eq. 10, depicted in Figure 7, where  = log10- (
348 transformed .   1/
  1
349                                                                                                   (10) = 0.991 + IK7(  0.12)
350 The numerator, 0.99, represents the maximum value approached. We would expect this value 
351 to be 1. However, the maximum value observed experimentally was 0.99. The midpoint where 
352 the expected shift occurs is -0.12, which relates to a ratio in concentration of 10-0.12. This is 
353 relatively close to 100, the point at which the initial concentrations on both objects are equal. A 
354 midpoint with a negative value suggests preferential adsorption of virus to the finger relative to 
355 the surface. The value, 1.86, relates to what is usually referred to as the logistic growth rate. 
356 Within this context, this represents the logistic rate of increase in recoverable transfer efficiency 
357 relative to the ratio of the initial concentrations. When the concentration of viruses on the 
358 fingertip is much larger than the surface, the recoverable transfer to the fingertip is large. As the 
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359 concentration on the fingertip and the surface become closer, the recoverable transfer to the 
360 fingertip decreases more steeply (Figure 1). 
361 3.3 Approximate Bayesian Computation
362 Comparisons of prior and posterior distributions offered insights into swabbing efficiency 
363 (  and ) and transfer efficiency ( ) values that best explained experimentally-measured viral 1 1
 2
364 concentrations on the fingertip and surface after the fingertip-to-surface contact ( and ), as  

365 there were differences in posterior distribution shape and central tendencies for fingertip and 
366 surface swabbing efficiency despite sharing a prior distribution (Figure 2). The posterior 
367 distribution for fingertip swabbing efficiency  ranged from 8.7 x 10-3 to 1.0 x 100 with a 1)
368 median and standard deviation of 7.1 x 10-1 and 2.4 x 10-1, respectively. The posterior 
369 distribution for surface swabbing efficiency  ranged from 7.8 x 10-3 to 9.9 x 10-1 with a 1
)
370 median of 5.6 x 10-1 and a standard deviation of 2.0 x 10-1, respectively. The posterior 
371 distribution for transfer efficiency  ranged from 4.9 x 10-3 to 7.8 x 10-3 with a median of 6.3 x 2
372 10-3 and a standard deviation of 7.1 x 10-4. Of the distributions fit to the posterior transfer 
373 efficiency  values, the Weibull distribution did not visually appear to be a good fit, despite 2
374 having the lowest AIC value (Table S1). The distribution with the second lowest AIC value was 
375 Lognormal, with a similar visual fit as the Gamma and Beta distributions (Table S1). This 
376 distribution was determined to be the best fit, and parameters are available in Table 1. It is 
377 recommended that the posterior distribution values be used over the fit distributions, but the 
378 posterior transfer efficiencies are available in the data associated with this study as well as 
379 distribution fits, test statistics, and AIC values in the supplemental material (Table S1). A strong, 
380 positive relationship (R=0.95) was observed between surface and fingertip swabbing efficiency, 
381 while other posterior distributions did not have strong relationships (Figure 2, Figure S2).
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382 There was no significant linear relationship between absolute errors in after-contact 
383 concentrations on surface or fingertip and the ratio of starting concentrations (fingertip: F1,14 
384 =1.953, p=0.184; surface: F1,14 =0.09411, p=0.76) (Figure 3). Variability in error and in 
385 estimated after-contact concentrations was generally lower when concentrations on the fingertip 
386 and surface were similar (Figures 3 and 4). This is likely due to errors introduced by swabbing 
387 efficiency. When those errors are consistent, they affect fingertip and surface concentration in a 
388 similar way, not disturbing the ratio of concentrations as much as when one concentration is 
389 much larger than the other. 
390 The 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for differences between median predicted and 
391 observed after-contact concentrations overlapped for fingertip and surface, indicating there is no 
392 statistically significant difference in the models accuracy in predicting the after-contact 
393 concentration for the fingertip or surface (Figure 5). The average differences between predicted 
394 and observed after-contact concentrations for the fingertip and surface were 0.02 log10 (95% CI:        
395 -0.08, 0.12) and 0.07 log10 (95% CI: -0.04, 0.19), respectively. The error in predictions was 
396 consistent regardless of the mean of the predicted and observed after-contact concentrations 
397 (Figure 5). However, greater variability in errors were seen for smaller means of observed and 
398 predicted concentrations for both after-contact surface and fingertip concentrations (Figure 5).
399 3.4 QMRA Application & Sensitivity Analysis Results
400 Estimated infection risks from a single contact with the surface ranged from 2.0 x 10-4 to 
401 9.9 x 10-1 with a median of 1.3 x 10-1 and a standard deviation of 2.3 x 10-1. For estimating these 
402 infection risks with Equations 7-9, the before-contact log10 concentration on the fingertip ( )   1
403 and the log10 concentration on the fingertip after the fingertip-to-surface contact ( ) had the 
404 largest Spearman correlation coefficients with estimated infection risk (0.95 and 0.96, 
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405 respectively) (Figures 6A & Figure 6F; Table S2). While the before-contact log10 concentration 
406 on the surface did not appear to have a strong relationship with infection risk (Figure 6B, Table 
407 S2), the log10 ratios of before-contact concentrations on the fingertip and surface  did (

  1 

  1)
408 have a strong relationship with infection risk, with a Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.60 
409 (Figure 6C, Table S2). Transfer efficiencies for both surface-to-fingertip and fingertip-to-mouth 
410 and the dose response curve parameters (  and ) did not have strong relationships with E50 D
411 infection risk (Figure 6D, 6E, 6G, 6H; Table S2). The before-contact concentration of virus on 
412 the fingertip explained the most variance in infection risk, having the largest estimated main and 
413 total effect Sobol indices (Figure 7). The next most influential parameter was the dose-response 
414 curve parameter, (Figure 7).E50 
415 4. DISCUSSION
416 4.1 Key Findings and Generalisability
417 This study supports the hypothesis that transfer of viruses between a contaminated 
418 fingertip and surface occurs as a function of a concentration gradient, with transfer occurring in 
419 both directions. This was demonstrated through the fit of a logistic curve to recoverable transfer 
420 efficiencies as a function of log10-transformed ratios of before-contact concentrations on the 
421 fingertip and surface (Figure 1). Furthermore, the study shows that concentrations after a 
422 fingertip-to-surface contact can be predicted by a viral exposure model framework that assumes 
423 a gradient of transfer, where, on average, the model over-estimates after-contact concentration on 
424 the fingertip by 0.02 log10 (Figure 5). Generally, viruses appear to stay on their original surfaces, 
425 with a fraction transferring from the more to the less contaminated object, confirmed here by the 
426 posterior distribution for transfer efficiency and by the fit of a logistic curve to experimental data 
427 (Figures 1 and 2).  
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428 The gradient transfer model allows for modelling transfer in both directions, as it assumes 
429 transfer occurs from higher to lower concentrations. The microbial transfer models use of 
430 transfer efficiency GXH is similar to the traditional use of transfer efficiency in scenarios where 
431 recipient surfaces are uncontaminated, the meaning differs from the traditional definition of 
432 transfer efficiency (fraction of total microbes transferred from one surface to another) when 
433 both donor and recipient surfaces are contaminated. When only one surface is contaminated, 
434 transfer efficiency is the fraction of virus transferred from the contaminated surface to another 
435 and represents a fraction of the total virus available for transfer (Eq. 4-5). When both surfaces are 
436 contaminated, transfer efficiency in the model represents the fraction of viruses on each surface 
437 individually as opposed to the total amount of virus available for transfer (Eq. 4-5). This 
438 difference and resulting differences in exposure model estimates for repetitive contact scenarios 
439 should be considered in future research.
440 Calculating transfer efficiencies is complicated by uncertainty and variation in estimates 
441 of virus contamination on surfaces. Total quantified viruses before a fingertip-to-fomite contact 
442 often differ from the total after a fingertip-to-fomite contact, sometimes resulting in transfer 
443 efficiencies over 100% (9). In this study, ABC alleviated this issue by assuming differences in 
444 total detected virus before and after a fingertip-to-fomite contact were attributed to differences in 
445 fingertip and surface swabbing efficiencies. If swabbing efficiencies were the same for the 
446 fingertip and the surface, it would be expected that the final viral count before and after the 
447 contact would remain the same. However, this was not experimentally observed, and differences 
448 in posterior distributions for fingertip and surface swabbing efficiency (Figure 2) suggest that 
449 they were not the same. Experimental studies have also demonstrated the influence of surface 
450 material on viral recovery efficiencies using swabs (38,39).
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451 Fingertip and surface swabbing efficiencies in the posterior distributions had a strong 
452 positive relationship, where a linear fit of posterior surface swabbing efficiencies vs. fingertip 
453 swabbing efficiencies had an R2 of 0.90, and a slope of 0.82 (Figure S2). The slope being close 
454 to 1 implies that large differences in swabbing efficiencies between the fingertip and the surface 
455 result in less agreement between observed and expected transfer efficiencies. Mechanistically, 
456 this is explainable by the impact swabbing efficiencies have on the estimated concentration of 
457 present virus (not just detected). For example, similar swabbing efficiencies result in estimated 
458 concentrations of present virus that are closer to the observed concentrations than when 
459 swabbing efficiencies are dissimilar. Because the observed concentrations are fixed at their 
460 measured values, estimated concentrations of present virus are necessarily higher when small 
461 swabbing efficiencies are assumed relative to when large swabbing efficiencies are assumed (Eq. 
462 4-5). As the Euclidean distance calculation minimizes the differences between predicted and 
463 observed values for both surfaces and fingers collectively, swabbing efficiencies must be similar 
464 in value to balance discrepancies between total before- and total after-contact concentrations (Eq. 
465 6).  Nevertheless, a mechanistic explanation behind the exact relationship remains unclear.
466 We demonstrate the use of posterior distributions obtained through ABC in extending a 
467 specific experimental study by relating it to health risk estimates. While this method is relatively 
468 new to the exposure science field (21), a common limitation of an ABC rejection sampler, as 
469 used in this study, is that it can get stuck in local minima and that it does not explore the 
470 parameter space very efficiently. While the posterior distributions of swabbing efficiencies and 
471 transfer efficiencies are reasonable, other methods should be explored in future research, such as 
472 an ABC-sequential Monte-Carlo approach, as used by Toni et al. (2009) (28). Additionally, we 
473 did not have prior information regarding theoretical distributions for swabbing efficiencies, and 
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474 only limited information for transfer efficiencies relevant to the experimental design in this study 
475 (contact between two contaminated surfaces), which led us to use uninformative priors (uniform 
476 distributions) for these parameters. Future development of this method for exposure science 
477 applications should include investigating the influence of prior distribution choices on the 
478 posterior estimates and estimated health outcomes.
479 The QMRA application in this study implies that dose-response curve parameters (Figure 
480 7) and after- and before-contact concentrations on fingertips (Figures 6,7; Table S2) are be the 
481 most influential on infection risk. This is consistent with the results of prior QMRA work which 
482 frequently shows the importance of microbial contamination on surfaces (16,26) and dose-
483 response parameters (40). While transfer efficiency did not appear to have a large influence on 
484 infection risk in this study relative to other model parameters (Figures 6-7, Table S2), the 
485 posterior distribution included small transfer efficiency values, which may explain why transfer 
486 efficiency had little impact. This is anticipated in simple, linear models, like the one evaluated in 
487 this study, where small numbers will have a small influence. Transfer efficiency could be larger 
488 for other organisms or surface types, supporting further research defining these posterior 
489 distributions for a variety of organisms, surface types, and exposure models.  
490 For the dataset used in this study, the model more accurately explained changes in 
491 concentration when the starting concentrations on the fingertip and surface were similar (Figure 
492 4), and greater variability in predictions were observed when one of the surface concentrations 
493 (fingertip or surface) was small relative to the other (Figures 4, 5). Other data sets and 
494 mechanistic models that may better explain or predict concentration changes when the before-
495 contact concentration on one object is smaller than the other should be evaluated.
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496 4.2 Limitations
497 Swabbing efficiencies specific to our organisms of interest on a porous ceramic tile were 
498 unavailable to our knowledge. This led to the selection of uninformative priors for swabbing 
499 efficiency parameters (Table 1). For MS2, one of the organisms used in this study, the median 
500 fractions of detectable MS2 for cotton, antistatic, and polyester swabs with different eluent types 
501 (saline, Ringers, viral transport media, acid/base) sampled from stainless steel and plastic 
502 surfaces ranged from 7 x 10-2 to 3.8 x 10-1 (41). The median of the surface swabbing efficiency 
503 posterior distribution in this study (median = 5.6 x 10-1, standard deviation = 2.0 x 10-1) was 
504 considerably larger than this range. In a study in which rotavirus was used, the recovery of virus 
505 inoculated on the hand was reported as roughly 82% (8.2 x 10-1) (42). However, this recovery 
506 efficiency is not specific to swabs used in this study, but rather the use of undiluted tryptose 
507 phosphate broth, 20% tryptose phosphate broth, and Earle balanced salt solution (EBSS) in a vial 
508 inverted on the fingertip (42). The median and standard deviation of the posterior distribution for 
509 fingertip swabbing efficiency in this study were 7.1 x 10-1 and 2.4 x 10-1, respectively. Despite 
510 lack of prior knowledge about swabbing efficiencies relevant to the experimental scenario in this 
511 study, we were still able to learn, or see a notable difference between posterior and prior 
512 distributions, for fingertip and surface swabbing efficiencies. This allowed us to account for 
513 uncertainty in swabbing efficiencies, yielding a narrow range for the posterior transfer efficiency 
514 distribution. 
515 The results of this study are derived from experimental data using two phages (MS2 and 
516 IJ5,H  which may not be generalizable to other organism combinations. The use of two phages 
517 MS2 and IJ5, was driven by other studies demonstrating the use of safe, easy to use, 
518 surrogate virus for common enteric pathogens (7,9,12,13). However, phage fate and transport 
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519 processes may differ from enteric viruses. The study used both viruses simultaneously in a single 
520 assay to understand and quantify the overall exchange of viruses from one object to another. If 
521 one phage had been used, only the net effect would have been captured. Furthermore, viruses 
522 were inoculated at high concentrations above what may be real-world concentrations. High 
523 concentrations were used in order to avoid left-censored data. Additionally, while the participant 
524 practiced achieving a contact force between 700 and 1500 g on the scale, some contacts were 
525 outside of this range and point values for the one second contact were not consistently observed 
526 by the participant. Future studies should explore alternative approaches for achieving consistent 
527 contact forces or recording maximum contact force applied during testing (i.e., videography, 
528 instrument value recording).
529 4.3 Conclusion
530 We utilized experimental and computational methods to evaluate a hypothesis that 
531 microbes follow a gradient of transfer for fingertip-to-surface contacts. Experimentally, this 
532 behaviour was demonstrated, where recoverable transfer efficiencies vs. ratios of before-contact 
533 virus concentrations on the fingertip and surface were described by a logistic curve (Figure 1). 
534 Using an ABC approach, it was demonstrated that a microbial exposure model that assumes a 
535 gradient of transfer was able to describe experimentally-measured final viral concentrations on 
536 the fingertip and surface with less than 1 log10 of error, offering insights into swabbing 
537 efficiencies and experimental transfer efficiencies. Posterior distributions gleaned from the ABC 
538 approach can be used in future exposure modelling applications. 
539
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692 Figure 1. Recoverable transfer efficiency for the fingertip vs. log10 ratio of (


 + 

) 
693 contamination between the fingertip and surface  with a logistic fit (log10(
  1

  1))
694
695 Figure 2. Posterior distributions containing values of transfer efficiency GXH surface swabbing 
696 efficiency, and fingertip swabbing efficiency that resulted in the 0.1% smallest Euclidean 
697 distances for 1 x 107 iterations 
698
699
700 Figure 3. Absolute error (median ± standard deviation) in final log10 fingertip  or surface()  
701   concentrations as a function of the ratio of before-contact concentration (
) (  1
  1)
702
703
704 Figure 4. Comparison of log10 predicted and observed concentrations on the fingertip and 
705 surface after the hand-to-fomite contact (  and , respectively) for different log10 ratios of  

706 concentrations on the fingertip and surface before the contact (  and , respectively),   1 
  1
707 where error bars for predicted concentrations are the median ± SD
708
709  
710 Figure 5. Bland-Altman plot comparing predicted and observed after-contact concentrations on 
711 the fingertip  and surface * (/.0) (
/.0)
712
713 *Mean differences are indicated by the sold line, and 95% confidence intervals (df=15, 0.975
714 =2.131) of differences are indicated by the dashed lines. Horizontal and vertical error bars 
715 indicate + or  standard deviation. 
716  
717 Figure 6. Scatterplots of infection risk vs. QMRA parameters for A) log10 initial concentration 
718 on the fingertip , B) log10 initial concentration on the surface , C) log10 (log10   1) (log10 
  1)
719 initial concentration on fingertip / surface , D) transfer efficiency , E) (log10   1/
  1) (2)
720 transfer efficiency for hand-to-mouth , F) log10 concentration on the fingertip after the ();0<)
721 contact , G) dose response curve parameter , H) dose response curve parameter (log10 ) E50 D
722
723 Figure 7. Estimated main and total effect Sobol indices with 95% confidence intervals for X  c 
724 (a dose-response curve parameter), (hand-to-mouth transfer efficiency), );0<   1
725 (concentration on the fingertip before the fingertip-to-surface contact), (concentration on 
  1
726 the surface before the fingertip-to-surface contact), and (a dose-response curve parameter)E50 
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727 Table 1. Parameters, their distributions, and sources
728 *Distribution left truncated at 0 and right truncated at 1
729 **The c and  values are to be used in pairs. Paired values are available in the data associated with this E50
730 manuscript along with code for generating c and  pairs. The mean ± SD, median, min and max are  E50
731 provided here.
732 In the case of this study, the posterior distribution was randomly sampled directly. However, this 
733 distribution fit (right-truncated at 1) could be used as an alternative.
734
735 Table 2. Geometric mean (geomean) ± geometric standard deviations (geoSD) and ranges (min, 
736 max) of concentrations (PFU/contact surface area) and recoverable transfer efficiencies
737
738 Supplemental Material
739
740 Figure S1. Dose response curve fit with 95% and 99% confidence intervals, where triangle 
741 symbols represent experimental data
742
743 Figure S2. Linear regression fit for posterior surface swabbing efficiencies  vs. posterior 1
)
744 fingertip swabbing efficiencies 1)
745
746  Table S1. Comparison of candidate distribution fits to the posterior transfer efficiency values 
747 and goodness of fit test results*
748 * Distributions should be left- and right-truncated at 0 and 1, due to physical limitations of 
749 transfer efficiencies, defined here as a fraction of total virus transferred.
750
751 Table S2. Spearman correlation coefficients
752
753
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Figure 1. Recoverable transfer efficiency ((C_(observed,k)^f)/(C_(observed,k)^f+C_(observed,k)^s ))  for 
the fingertip vs. log10 ratio of contamination between the fingertip and surface (log_10 ((C_(observed,k-
1)^f)/(C_(observed,k-1)^s ))) with a logistic fit 
352x272mm (72 x 72 DPI) 
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Figure 2. Posterior distributions containing values of transfer efficiency  surface swabbing efficiency, and 
fingertip swabbing efficiency that resulted in the 0.  alles dean distances for 1 x 107 iterations 
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Figure 3. Absolute error (median ± standard deviation) in final log10 fingertip (C_k^f ) or surface (C_k^s ) 
 concentrations as a function of the ratio of before-contact concentration ((C_(k-1)^f)/(C_(k-1)^s )) 
52	
mm (72 x 72 DPI) 
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Figure   Comparison of log10 predicted and observed concentrations on the fingertip and surface after the 
hand-to-fomite contact (C_k^f and C_k^s, respectively) for different log10 ratios of concentrations on the 
fingertip and surface before the contact (C_(k-1)^f and C_(k-1)^s, respectively), where error bars for 
predicted concentrations are the median ± SD 
443x234mm (72 x 72 DPI) 
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Figure 5. Bland-Altman plot comparing predicted and observed after-contact concentrations on the fingertip 
(C_(predicted,k)^f ) and surface (C_(predicted,k)^s )* 
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Table 1. Parameters, their distributions, and sources
Prior distributions of ABC analysis
Parameter Variable Distribution Source
Transfer Efficiency  Uniform
(0.0001, 0.406)
Lopez et al. (2013)
Surface Swabbing 
Efficiency
s Uniform
(0, 1)
Assumed
Fingertip Swabbing 
Efficiency
 Uniform
(0, 1)
Assumed
Parameters for QMRA Application
Parameter Variable Distribution Source
Transfer Efficiency  Lognormal(Mean log = -5.07, standard 
deviation log=0.11)
This study
Transfer Efficiency
(hand-to-mouth)
	
 Normal*
( =  = 0.1) Rusin et al. (2002); Julian et al. (2009)
Concentration on 
fingertip before hand-to-
fomite contact
  1 Uniform (PFU/fingertip)
(min=10-2, max=102)
Assumed
Concentration on surface 
before hand-to-fomite 
contact
  1 Uniform (PFU/area of contacted surface)
(min=10-2, max=102)
Assumed
;
23.4 ± 366.9
median=0.26
(min=0.09, max=9452.7)
This study
Dose-response curve 
parameters** 50 8.08 ± 6.64median=6.30
(min=1.02, max=1.3 x 102)
This study
*Distribution left truncated at 0 and right truncated at 1
**The ; and  values are to be used in pairs. Paired values are available in the data associated with this 50
manuscript along with code for generating ; and  pairs. The mean ± SD, median, min and max are  50
provided here.
In the case of this study, the posterior distribution was randomly sampled directly. However, this 
distribution fit (right-truncated at 1) could be used as an alternative.
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Table 2. Geometric mean (geomean) ± geometric standard deviations (geoSD) and ranges (min, 
max) of concentrations (PFU/contact surface area) and recoverable transfer efficiencies
e
(n=8)
e
 (n=8)
All Trials
(n=16)
Geomean ± 
GeoSD
3.14 x 106 ± 1.21 x 101 3.31 x 104 ± 2.45 x 101 3.22 x 105 ± 3.78 x 101
Before-contact 
concentration of 
fingertip Min, Max 3.35 x 105, 2.02 x 108 1.83 x 102, 7.70 x 105 1.83 x 102, 2.02 x 108
Geomean ± 
GeoSD
2.32 x 104 ± 1.26 x 102 7.45 x 106 ± 4.75 x 100 4.16 x 105 ± 9.72 x 101
Before-contact 
concentration of 
surface Min, Max 5.00 x 100, 3.35 x 106 2.30 x 106, 1.41 x 108 5.00 x 100, 1.41 x 108
Geomean ± 
GeoSD
2.98 x 106 ± 1.05 x 101 1.45 x 105 ± 5.43 x 100 6.58 x 105 ± 1.25 x 101
After-contact 
concentration of 
fingertip Min, Max 4.45 x 105, 2.07 x 108 1.12 x 104, 1.67 x 106 1.12 x 104, 2.07 x 108
Geomean ± 
GeoSD
7.69 x 104 ± 2.40 x 101 5.62 x 106 ± 6.29 x 100 6.58 x 105 ± 2.84 x 101
After-contact 
concentration of 
surface Min, Max 1.15 x 103, 2.54 x 106 9.16 x 105, 1.71 x 108 1.15 x 103, 1.71 x 108
Geomean ± 
GeoSD
1.35 x 102 ± 2.71 x 101 4.45 x 10-3 ± 1.51 x 101 7.76 x 10-1 ± 4.36 x 102
Ratio of before-
contact fingertip 
to surface 
concentrations
Min, Max 3.44 x 100, 9.60 x 104 4.8 x 10-5, 6.69 x 10-2 4.8 x 10-5, 9.60 x 104
Geomean ± 
GeoSD
9.35 x 10-1 ± 1.10 x 100 2.46 x 10-2 ± 2.97 x 100 1.51 x 10-1 ± 7.55 x 100
Recoverable 
fingertip transfer 
efficiency Min, Max 7.59 x 10-1, 9.98 x 10-1 7.61 x 10-3, 2.07 x 10-1 7.60 x 10-3, 9.98 x 10-1
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